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During the Autumn term a workshop 
.has been running on administration. 
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New Forms of Public 

Outline Brief. 

1. During the 20th century, public administration nas been organised 
on the Weberian model. This has the following features: 

Specialisation. The work of the bureaucracy is broken down 
into tasks assigned to particular individuals and departments. 

2. Procedures, often the conduct of 
particular tasks are codi-fied, in rule books, standing 
·circulars., manuals, written instructions, even in legal 
statt!-tes. 

3. Hierarchy. The bureaucracy is organised along an 
chain 9f command, with little horizontal co-ordination 

between different departments at lower levels of the hierarchy. 
In many government departments letters still have to be signed 
by the head of the Department, or even the Permanent 
since it is these senior officials who are formally 
responsible. 

4. Appointment and promotion on merit; employees are seen as 
p-qblic servants with duties required to work full time for the 
.state, .and :receiving in return the of life-time 
employment. 

5. Written communication and storage in files, which allows the 
task to be carried out in spite of changes in personnel. 

6. Citizens seen as clients, with influence through the political 
not administrative process. 

2. Weber referred to this type of organisation as a machine; it was 
impersonal·, ins;ulated from the patrimonialism of the pre-
capi talist state; it was efficient through. its rationalisation of 
tasks; and it was permanent, irrespective of the individual who 
filled any given post. It had many parallels to Taylorist 
organisation-; .being task oriented, with a clear of 
conception and a written specification of work to ·be 
done, a fragmentation bf labour, and a strong verticai hierarchy. 
Weber was a contemporary of Taylor; saw his system of 
Sqientific Management as applicable to public a,dministration, but 
I have seen no of a,ny connection between the two. 
Nevertheless,. bot;h.models ·were most i;;uited for the carrying out of 
routine standardised tasks. Weber's model may be seen.as an 
inst:i:ument for mass administration. Indeed, by the 1920's, state 
office work was organised with similar lay outs to mass production 
factories, with rows· of specialised, sem.i-skilled workers, 
conrteGted by a ·moving production line of files. Just as.Ford 
insisted.that should· be delivered to the worker, so files 
were delivered·to the public clerks. For these. reasons we can 
refer to the Weberian model .as Fordist administration. 



3. There are at least four major.problems with this model: 

a) it is not designed for non routine tasks, and lacks 
flexibility in the face bf unforeseen events. 

. : ., 

b) it is· slow to innovate., and its i'ncentive system discourages 
risk taking. · 

c) it' has a.bfas to large sc;:ale projects, not least because they 
provide a.rationale for the continuation of the bureaucratic 
structure (.argued ·for the in Mary Kaldor's Baroque 

·Arsenal). 

d) .it is most fitted to produce standardised outputs, and· is 
inse.nsitive to the particular requirements of users of public 
services. Indeed, the ·citizen is required to fit in to the 
.slate's' productive logic, and the state may fragment, ·de-
skill, and develop instnµnents of control· over users. to .that 
end. · 

. At .a time. of increasing with an intensified. 
empl).asi's on innovation, where. Scale increases. vulnerability, arid 
differentiated needs lake 'on greater signifkance, 'the old· model 
has come under' strain. 

4. In the field of production, particularly in mass 
production industry where the·traditional Taylorist principles of 

. organ'is.ation were most fully applied, there has. emerged a new 
managerialism, epitomised in the title of the·latest book from one 

. of .its spokespersons, R.S. Peters, called 'Thriving on· Chaos.'. 
The features of the new· approach are: 

devolving responsibility 'to the in'dividual or 
group doing the work; shop floor workers are now involved .in 
statistical analysis' fault .diagnosis, maintenance and . " 
repair·,· the control of work flow, as weii as multiple 
operations some firms like Hewlett Packard classify even shop 
floor operatives as indirect staff to' reflect'the new job 
definitions • · 

- a shift of senior management's emphasis away from c;ii:rect 
operational control to strategy, performance review and 
corporate diplomacy. ·In the. language of.systems theory, 
there· has be'en a move from the centralised control of closed 
systems, tQ the. management of the bou.ndary conditions of open 
systems, that is to say· the relations betwee.n the firm and 

external · (and uncertain)" · "or, ·as one IDS 
·stuqy fellow reported after his return home to manage h.is 
clothing factory, "I have devolved all operational 
responsibilities on my and now. s'pend the morning 
act'ing as internal consultant, and the afternoon training the 
·workforce". 

• 
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- a shift in emphasis from fragmented to collective tasks, the 
formation. of proj.ect teams, and an increase in lateral 
relations between staff and departments around such common 
tasks. 

- closer long term relatj,ons with suppliers, ·centred less on 
price, and more on their cap?city long-term innovation 
and problem solving with respect tq the purchasers' needs. 

- two way relations with users, with increased flexibility 
introduced into productive capacity to allow rapid response 
to·particular customer requirements. 

- a· resulting organisational structure which is a flatter 
with greater of operational 

(even to sub-contractors) coupled with 
centralised information systems, and strategic control. 

5. In the past few years, the fiscal crisis, and widespread 
privatisation, has created pressure for innovations of this kind 
.:i,:n public bureaucracies. But, as institutions, they are, of 
course, in a very different position to private corporations. 
They are subject to political control rather than market 
discipline. The absence.of markets ieads to a ilevy-bounty' 
relationship with citizens rather than one of exchange, and 
further resultf? in a focus of public sector accounting on the 
costs of inputs rather than the net value of outputs.· In spite of 
efforts to impose market conditions, and criteria on the state·, 

.there is still a public heartland where outputs, capital and 
labour all allocated in a manner quite distinct to that of the 
private sector. 

6. The aim of the present project is to look at new ways in which the 
purposes of the public sphere are being or could out. 
This will mean considering the .following: 

a) the state....;citizen relation; this involves questions of tax, as 
well as those of delivery; of the formation of policy.as well as 
its implementation; of inst:i;-uments of discipline on the producers 
with· respect. to. provided .than .in relation to 
bureaucrati.c rules; of systems ab9ut needs and service 
performance, and of forms of elective control. 

b.)·i;he· public wage contract; means of public serv,tce 
within the ·context of employment guarantees; 

. 

c) centralisat_ion and decentralisation• including the role of local 
and regional government, 'cellular administration', public service 
cqrporatiorts, and organisational federalism .. 

d) devolution of service responsibilities to NGO's, users, or private 
contractors: mechanisms and problems of the grant economy. 



e) organisational models covering such matters as organisational 
. piura1fsiii. ·a.no. competition·, . matEix ·st.ructures,. t:a:s){ ·forces ;-lhe 
relationship of staff ·and of technical and administrative 
professionals, and of politicians and administrators. · · 

f) public service information, including group funding, 
planning', the finance of independent·service·providers, more 
ef.fect_ive. relation·s between the public sector and independent 
research institutions. 

. " 
.7. The relevance of the above will .depend. on 'place, ·On the type of 

.service; .on administrative and, above an,._ on· politics .. 
One of· the lessons of. the eighties is that too often the.emphasis 

. on potitics and. policies has led ··to. the administrative question · 
being'tciken'as·given •. But, all over the world in East and West, 
in North and South, we are daily that they.cannot be 
asi;mmed a:way. · As Theo Mars has put it · "if politics is organised 
idealism, administration is organised materialism" and politics 
(and policies) have been deeply flawed when they are separated 
from their material administrative base. 

8. In. the. field of development, these flaws have been particular],.y 
evident." The.major development institutions are, with only few 
exceptions; Fordist organisations imposing Fordist $olutions ... IDS 
is itself .:Part of this. development structure -
'researcher and teacher we are organised on the qliite 
differer.it.model. of an individualised organisation, where the· 
organisation·is subordinate to the individuals, as in a barristers 
chcirnbers, an.architects partnership or a modest consulting firm. 
This. may be. one reason why, in our work,· we.· have ofte!f come into 
conflict with the Fordist approach - whether it be in the fields 

.of primary health care, putting farmers first or industrial 
flexible specialisation. I hope this programme work will allow· 
us. to draw general lessons conflicts which will 
contribute' to a new approach.: to development administration, arid. 
even to some suggestions.for our own organisation as well. 

Robin Murrc;iy 
2.9.89 



New Forms .of Publi.c Administrationo 

. ¥.inutes of workshop ·of Oct 10th 1989. 

1. The discussion was concerned with the p.recirculated note on the 
proj·ect by RM. 

2. One ·set of points the significance of any one 
administrative model le.g. the Weberian) in favour of an analysis of 
the of inside ·and outside the bureaucracy who used 

. the model and its administrative rationale as a means of 
their own ends. structµre of administration is the dependent rather 
than independent variable. · 

'?. A related point was that the 'ideal' model could not operate in its 
pure form.( 'working to rule'' being a of ensuring the breakdown 
of any system) and what was interesting was how 'actually existing 
bureuucracy' The interests of.para 2. would have some 
be 8 r;ing here, but many other practises and informal mechanisms were also 
relevant. Indeed MM suggested that it was the variations in actually 
existing Weberianism rather than some post Weberi.an or post bureaucratic 
model which was the key question, since all structured organisations 
had the quoted features of Weberianism. The literature had a strand 
which contrasted (Weberian) organisations with organic 
(e.g. pQst-buresucratic ones) but MM downplayedthis distinction in 
favour of the variations within the firsto 

4. Another way into the above points.was that the failure of state 
delivery systems was not a questi.ons of the models. We needed to 
understand why · . say the model did not work, before 
trying to develop a new modelc> Or put another way, how do we make 
existing adninistrative systems work, rather than constructing new 
models. This would invoive look at the systems historically: in- heal th 
for example the increase and change in the functions to be 
rendered previous inforznal .systems of cohesion inadequ;:i.te · o New technclogy 
made possible new forms of administration.While from the macro perspective 
much of the observ.ed breakdown of state systems may be ·merely a 
reflection of the world economic crisis and its pressure on public 
resourceso Attempts to transform administrative structures would be 
seriously missing the point. 

-s •. The was. not one way. Some suggested that 
the Weberian model was significant as a model, that it stood as a 

.permanent shadow to administr&a:tve practise. In example, 
it was this model which country af'ter country had been tI'Yirtg to make 
work effectively for forty yea:rs - but at the very least it needed a 
level of smphistic13.tion, particularly control systems, which were not 
present .in many deveioping 

6. Another theme re-instated model but in a different wayo 
Was not the issue .in many developing how to construct 
a Weberian state.to supercede patrimonialism - see Fred Rir,gs± in the 
60's, iz:x Rugh Roberts on Algeria, or Congress dominated Indiao The 

model was perhaps more relevant to the first and 
second worlds than the thirdo. 

7o This led to an interesting set of exchanges on the relations between 
construe tee} hierarchies (forms Qf state aq.ministration) and 

the stYUctu1·es of civil society (like sexism and 
racism}Weber had made the point that his rational bureaucracy would only 
work i,n a society which was itself clearly hierarchical. We needed at 
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·-· - - -any event- to ···recognise, the: between the- two-. was 
also some· criticism of a Riggsian modernisati.on the.sis on the grounds that 
to be effective adrr.inistrat;i.ve systems should .indeed ·take ·acco'lint of · ¥ 
the structures of civil_ society - of the 'affective.economy 9 - and that 
one of. the causes of the· failure of post colonial states in Africa 
had peen the imposition of Weperian model onto ·a society very different 

. from Bismarkian Germany or Imperial Brita.in. Much of the limerature 
on flexible specialisation in Italy is on the curious mixture between 
pre-Fordist :family structures and forms of community.with post Fordist 
production, with.a somewhat Janus like locai state. in between. 

·s •. are some :interesting guestions'. raised by .the above:. 
· · _when_:have administrative been introduced in "the process· of 
· European or American capi tali.st development;. is - as TB suggests -

a·patrimonial period of primitive· capitalist 
· to be replaced by a· Weberian sta _te .mice an independent 

constituted.( see the Northcott Tre-ellyan reforms in the 
· 1850•s, or the comparison by Gerd ·Spittler of the Frussian and Malian/Niger 

states. There was one that if we lookeg at· 
administrative history we would find successive 'new forms' - which.again . 
would not be ca::.itured by_ the deductive two models of. the ·backgr·ound paper0 

and beyond .the above themes a number of questions were raised: 

-- can be learnt for. third world· public administration from 
· · the organisational debates ·within modern industcy ..: if Weberianism 

is the sibling of Fordism, what is the administrative sibling of· 
specialisationo What would flex speco· administration of 

-to'lirist policy look like for exampleo 

.,.. what &re the organ,is.ational innovations in all spheres of the public 
. sector from which we could ·learn., .(see for example t:qe·world Bank 9s 
Development Report which covered such issues in. improving public 
sect9r performance. as ·public sector pay and conditions, _targets, 
me.chanisms to improve responsiveness, structure). 

how can collective and entrepreneurship cor:-bj in 
: ;t:ural. administration fe .g. through· the. use. of NGO' s· and .competi.tion 

.between them rather than a ·formal. extension of the. state); thP.. . . 
same issue was raised with. respect to state owed industrial enterprises· 
in soci.alis.t countries, posed in terms of matching public ownership al'ld' ·· 
·the of performance. · 

... how different forms of organ.isation affect 
10. Next week, Oct 17th at 4.o6 in room 109,- Brett will talk to 
his notes on the crisis of administrative. the·ory {to be circulated later 
in· the week);· also agreed to Circulate a paper by Ostrom, and the 
early chapters of Arturo Israel's book on Institutional Development. 
·Other suggested· readings welcome. 

RM 10•10.89 



New Forms of JPublic .Administration. 

Minutes of workshop meeting to discuss Teddy Brett 1 s draft "At t,l'hose Service?u 

17.10.89 

1. Much of the discussion centred on TB's distinction of the market, the 
state and the'economy of affection'. The last of these covers the family, 
NGO's and voluntary organisations. TB posed the question as to what the 
appropriate distribution of state activities between these three spheres .was. 
Not enough to retain traditional public services in an inflexible, monocratic 
·state. 

2. It was pointed out with respect t.o the family, that families were not 
of the stste, but rather a condition for the state. States had 

used the family in most objectionable ways (e.g •. the Nazis). iroblematic in 
any case to see the family in terms of.an 'economy of affection' rather than 
for.example, an economj of exploitation. Nevertheless said TB the 
still the predominant productive unit in rural areas (and some urban 
ones as in the flexible specialisation towns). We needed to distinguish 
different functions of the family, one of which could be quasi self help in 
services previously provided by the state. 

3. GW wanted to introduce a further distinction economy of affection 
between. a realm of 'spontaneous solidarity' e.g. the family, and the 
rea]Jltof society and association. Important not to confuse the two, 
although in some case the two did merge as with the lPR likewise 
insisted on a clear distinction being kept between the family and co-ops. 
Tiie fourfold distinction could then be used to consider any traditionally 
service, e.g. health suggested Gl/'. In prmmary health care one could find 
self help (in China) . . ; associations (like clean water 
committees - though elites likely to take them over) the market (again Ghina 
with price incentives being given to barefoot doctors and traditional medical 
practi@ners) and the state. 

4. It was pointed out that we should distinguish the form of organisation, 
and the fol'ffi of distribution/allocation. Hence we can distinguish tYPes 
of allocation: . exchange on the market; the levy( tax)- bounty system of 
the state; the gift/vduntary funded association. E'ach raises finance in 
a different way, provides services in different ways, is subject to different 
disciplines and constrain.Si. Then there are organisation·s - private 

co-operatives, voluntary various types of st&te 
organs. The nature of the organisation and the form of allocation should not b€ 
confused, since there were many permutations between them. Households for 

could provide for themselves, could operate.on the market, or receive 
finance from the state. The same is true of voluntary 

5. TM made a parallel point when he argued that production systems should not be 
confused with delivery systems. The argument in the 80 1 s was that the two 
can be separated, that as long as the state controls the delivery. (the 
.form of delivery, the distribution of services etc) it is perfectly possible, 
and even more efficient, to have private production systems. That is to say, 
private producers can be regulated by the state to deliver public services. 
Why not turn· this round suggested TM, and ask if public production systems 
could not effectively operate within private dclil:e?'y sy3te::a3 ·- i •. ;- • -t.1'" 
market. The counter argument to both the above is that public delivery systems 
require public production syttems - or at least non profit motivated 
productive systems - since profit oriented systems (public or private) tend to 
bypass or erode public regulation. V1 asked if you can really separate 
production and delivery: conside.r the links of consumption, production and 
delivery in a service nursing. 
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.6 •. Key to thewe issues were the· professions, whose organisational structures 
· dominB-te many -third·- world the form of ·de'l'ivery or · ... 
production systel:)!,( though they do' of course influence· the mi-x - the NHS 
doctors' pressure not to salaried state employees and retaining the fre.edom .v 
of private practiseL Abstract administrative m9dels an?- reforms may be. 

deceptive if the power bf professions is not taken into account. 
Thus decentralisation often means powe,r to· the:pro:fessionals., _whi;le 
centralisation reflects an attempt_·by a poii tical authority. to control the 

. professionals_. the new right wants to increase t_he productivity ·of 
pub:J_ic se·rvice labour, and the stand in the way. · 

· 7. ·We should also b.e.· aware of the ·material processes ·of service deliyery,. 
pe,rticularly with "respect· .to organisational information. Increasing· public · 
accountability often meari.t little more. than allowing those at the centre 
-to 'lmow what :was gO:i:ng on at th.e base. Weber ·was himself less concerned with 
systems of .delivery but rather the way in which bureaucracies formed an 
effective instI'Ulilent of power for those at the centre. The for control 
within the public sphere is parallel to that same .struggle within. :the private 
(Taylorism and as first cousins to Weber). In practise of course 

·the public centre has highly .imperf.ect info.m.ation, ·and relies on 'gatekeepers' 
such as local bobbies, or social workers, to filter informatiqn, but they in 
tum develop own interests and autonomies •. They pick out the.·cl;i.ents of 

·the state 9 (see the experience of poverty alleviation programmes). They.can . 
be 'seen ·as a s:J;reet. level bureaucracyo · 

8 •. Other issues t'ouched on:· 

the management _of open systems,as.onosed to monf:ratic ones which 
:µisist on unconditional subordination. 

the forms and rel.ations of tax 

--the relation of state labour - as·a 
parallel to the question of the professions; 

the power of labour in the different types of production and delivery 
·systems 

- 'alternative "means of connecting/socialising/ centrali_sing/co-ordinat:i.ilg 
decen tralised-..forms of associ8 tion/f'.irms/ components ·of the state0 . 

- the dynamics of ·organisation ..: in terms of encoU:rag-illg the most· 
. effective: service delive.rers :to• cor,ne to -the fore '{pa:ralle;:t. to . .' 
surv;ival and grow.th of firms ·in: the':market) ' ' ' . ' ' ' ' 

9. Next week, .we· will discuss the paper by Zoe Mars ( separptely . circulated) 
·at i:.2Q. in room 109,· Tuesday October 
On October 3ls't it has been suggested we discuss the question of 
information and· the state - 'How the State finds out'-covering. inter alia 
the .current form· of national statistics;· al sources. of ·information 
for direct public pxoduction, and for greater consumer control of 
deliverY-, the.experiEm,ce of Rapid Rural APJ>raisal and. the kind of 
early warning systems for famine· in. Mali· being developed by Suzanna Davie st> 

14th ·the Health Group will present the administrative problems 
they· have faced· in their work, and t'he. ·experience of new· 
s.tructures in heal th careo 

RM 19.10.89 



New Forms of Public Administration 

Minutes of meeting of Cctober 24th 

Zoe Mars on Defining Implementation. 

1. thread of discussion was the way in which Zoe's main themes of 
policy end implementation were treated in alternative •odels. First there 
is the liberal aodel where the chain runs as follows: 

citizens 
interests/ 
preferences 

politiciSJls 
elected 
democratically 
with 
policies 

civil 
servants 
& experts 
work up 
the detail 
of the 
poli:cy 

This is a mechanistic model, open to many kinds of problem: 

implem-
en tation 

- 'Citizens •ay not know tl.L<eir preferences on many aatters, or may haTe 
been influenced bJf both the experts' and the poli ticia.ns7 own problematics. 

- the politiciaJl.s ma:sr lalave only general idea of policies: lack the 
knowledge to counter arguments of bureaucracy. 

servi< 
or 
outpu· 
recei· 
ed by 
ci tiz. 
ens 

important to consider tbe of policy discussion both among politicians 
and bureaucracy; much meant to be implemented. 

also the Tar.iaxiO'i'J.s in the political and technical capability of 
poli UciBJl.So 

- policy •ay from the BJld experts. Many varied interests: 
* internal sociological ones; policies put forward as part of 

intra bureaucratic politics 

* external sociological ones - that is the links of the bureaucrats, 
with civil society 

- for same reasons policies deriTed from elsewhere may be blocked by 
bureaucracy; indeed one of key problems in is 
-.uhterability of process at aDy point in the,chain. Zoe discussed 
the technical •eans of dealing with this (from bar charts to 
critical path aaalysis and programme eTaluation and reTiew techniques) 

implementation may be undertaken in sucA a way as to be resi•ted by those 
it is intended to benefit. Wea.latess of model which treats citizens aa 
passive recipients of state services. Rather their own inTolve•ent often 
•ecessary, both as recipients, and often as proTiders of the services 
thellSelTes. cf role of gatekeeppers, queues etco 

- the bureaucrats may be inexpert/illefficie•t, individually and collectively. 
Much ef bu+den of administrative theor1 - particularly the 'access' 
has bee11 a critique on the administrators \profesEionals looking for problems 
to solTe, clients to make dependent upon them) and the flawtd nature of whai: 
Theo Mars has called the 'contact situation' between administration B?l.d citizen. 
In general, interests of 'ordinary citizens' subordinate to the rest. 
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What responses: 

intro4uce a market as·form of increasing citizen choice/power, or 
(in -the case of sub contracting) disciplining implementers. 

strengthen users by financing user groups," increasing·information 
about and their standards, independent review bodies, 

· sU.pervisory_· boards to. oversee _implementation with· citizen representatives. 

more regular and more detaiied_ electiO!ls (el_ections for separate state serYicE 

·-increasing· resources for politicians to oversee imJ>lementation 

training for civil eerV'ants. ·large literature on tJ:7aining, .ad drawbacks 
of the: which has concentrated ori the. training of individuals. ·When 
the · i:ridi vidµals. re tura no change in behaviour. ls thiS. be.cause the . 
wrong peoph are trained·; or. those trained 11eed scope. for 1.ndependent. 

when they return;· or _th,e training needs to -be 
all those in particular implementation processo es ;_ or that ·the training is 

-inappropriate and uninformed about the issues faced by 
the trainees. WGo is sent o:n training Should training be linked 
to a proader strategic package -.of which training is a continuing part, 
and is u,ndertaken in many different ways 

ourselves: do we do follow ups of our assess the 
. ef.fecti veness. · 
where· has effectiveness· been highest - when it has bP.en · 
·linked .in to with which we have been. 
involved at the level of policy and implemenetation. 
e.g. food/health? ) 

tment policy for civil (see the policy of late. feudalism of 
staffing administration from poor familieliil with no connections to feudal 

·magnates:-. e.g. E:thiopia pre 1974) · . · . 

- extend institutions; cf. US information ·Act as one examplA.: 
The above attempt· change .within context. of old .. •odel. 

What elements of a new model: · 

- Zoe break down of the distinction policy/implementation. Interaction 
be:t;ween 'the two. Limitations ef concept of-plBll as 'frozen decision•. This 
inTol ves a changed. Tiew. of ·the »policy making procesB" • 

the abo-ie, · .. importance of seeing the policy making process as one 
of-_getting consensus frQm those on whom depends: poli tici.aJ\s, . 
ci-Yil servants, c,itizens. J·osing".it in 'this way implies _that the. policies 

· will: be af:fected by· such· a process·, that a coJtse•sua set of policies ·will 
be .different from those .devised by the is.elated experts. BH gave exampie of 
heal th policy in Zi11b_abwe. Group who spent tille discussing with 'front · 
line implementers' , gained their.support around a policy worked out with 
them and the• brought back to centre for further support. · The base 
workers themselves ·became champions of the poliey ·and. press' ed the centre to 
deliver.· SM spends 25% of time on a· consul taJ:lCY, going rourid donors, 
Mi:ilistries ·etc,gaiuiing , · allowing change in policies in. the 

• ' • I • 

implementation as as possible to recipients of service -
Do it Yourself, er to those in close touch and confidence-· of recipients. 

continuoµs training - - on the spot - problem oriented - an 
alternative approach in practise. 



- change Weberian institutions, rather than train people within existing 
institutions. 

EAB aade the point that some notion of policy presented at elections and to 
which gmected politicians the• committed to, implement was an important part of 
the notiQn of democraey - certainly the liberal version of it. How does a 
traJlsfor•ation of the 'contact extend the notion of liberal democracJ 

3. A number of points were 11ade on the importance of distinguishing 
differeat types· of policy: 

- pressing policy issues Tersµs chosen ones (e.g. inflation and famine·, as 
against land refora) 

- folicies which involve antagonistic relations with client citizens 
tax, regulation) and those commanding citizen support 

{basic health). How does the issue Tary in each case. 

- technical.projects (e.g. as against organic ones {new cattle 
policies} 

4. How does the way policy is made aff"ect both the policy and the chosen form 
of consider macro economic policy for this viewpoint and the 
contrast.of managing a national economy through interest rates, 
jxchange controls as against detailed industrial policy of a 
apSllese type. Centralised policy making tends to faTour large projects. 

How does IDS work and consultancy fit into this: consul tB.Jl. ts often used 
as instruments in political/bureaucratic battles 9 and haTe influence because 
9f .their lack of connection to host society. Or trusted because of that 
connection. Or need• to work with client groups/front line impleme•ters as in 
the Zimbabwean case. &:1: tiay require this extended joint work as condition of 
coining, as ·in the case of Demming n who insists on a minimum of 7 days working 
together to anyone who asks hi11 to. speak on statistical quality control. 

Need to be aware of the limitations of the enlightenment tradition of 
th11Ughi:..Slld action, of possibilities of sharp separation of the twe, both 
in tiae and structurally (thinkers sad actora, pol:i>cy •akers and 
impleaenteraJ, conceiTers SJ'ld executors. ). Basie for critique of concept 
of 1 experts 1 • 

5. Factors behind the pressure for administrative change. 
ls it·: .. the result .of structural adjustment/•ational and international crises? 
Or the change ill the organisation of civil society/the economy, rise ot flex. 
spec? 

6·. Next week. October 31st. 4.00 p.11. in Room 221 (note temporary toom qhangP.) 
{tea at 3.50) 

Discussion on The place of information in eld and new- fo-I'lls, of· 
Administration. 'How the state finds out', should it find out, 
How the finds out, how the centres and citizenry can mon-
.i tor perfo :mal\H .•tu 

RM 25.10.89 



New Forms of Public Administration. 

Minutes of meeting on 31st Oct 1989 

Public Administration and th4 systepi of information. 

1. Tlie meeting began with two short papers by Robin Murray and pavid Evans 
{available from Maggie ). RM's was concerned with the contrast of 
information systems in 11 Weberian and a flexible state struc.tures, and 
highlighted the following issues: . 

- the need to move from a cost based focus for ·state information 
{centred on the budget, and .expenditure •ea.sured 1;1.gainst budget) 
to one which united output and cost.-

the need to shift the· focus of auduting and from 
short term housekeeping to long terlil s.tratea · 

- the need to the relations of the state to citizens, with 
respect to seeing users as key sources of information and control, 
as well as contributors to strat.egic planning. 

- the alternative forms fer improving the operation of 
the state - including audits, different types of accounting, 
Rayner type scrutinies, internal statistics, .:public hearings and 
enquiries, etc .. 

the potential role of' the state as a provider •f ciTil society's 
. necessary information - e.g. for the effective operation of markets. 

2. Da.Tid' s paper looked at the information. the· state would need in a centrally 
planned as against a market based society, and intermediatA points a.long that 
continulllij. lie partic'ularly .highlighted the different information 
arising a 110Te fr em· Fordist to :flexibly .specialised production, andz 

. contrasted infominatien arising from markets to that inTolved in directly 
controlled organisations {public and private). . 

3. From DE:' s presentation it emerged that curreJlt liberal states ·had ·their 
organisationai information systems structured round at whicb 
the state aet the external money economy: with tax Qn the one hand, and 
money spending' on the other •. The point at which they both aet was the budget, 
which combi,ned annual expenditure ·'by Department, with an assessme•t o:f 
tax required. Financial control thereafter c9nsists primarily of checking 
expndi ture schedUled budget There· Aa.e ·been 11.uch discus sien 
in the public ad.min li tera.ture abau1; the. drawbacks of tllie - particularly 
the use of 'incremental rather than zero base budgeting (i.e. assuming that 
spading by Depart.ell ts wi11 be the sa•e or. more than the preTious year unless 
there .are active cuts made, rather than gett:illg each Departllent to justify all 
spending each year). Attempts to give attention to output u.d to intra-
departmental, flows which do Jtot inTolve cash by· and large :aot 
been successful. · 

theme ·Of the discussion was - as in preTious weeks • the difficulty of 
dissociating administrative issues from those of power. Structures of power 
were closely botmd up with contr9l of info:r11ation - consider question of 
the conceal11en.t of. info.rma.tion in bu:reaµcrl:j.cies, ang by th.e 
priTileged access to· information at different leTels; thw reasOll,s why clearly 
useful information is not collected, such as illdices of doctors'. performance, 
because of professional or bureauciatic power.-(We could also recall Polanyi's 

· Dahomey example even official had a femPle shadow: who wa.s required to 
on him to. the King). Yet of th' issues ,about structures of 

infori!lati'on was to haT"' some which comtera,cted bureaucratic power (Freedom 
of In.formation Acts, the free press, rights of Parliamentary scrutiny). Informs 
was not itself power, bu.tit was and is a. first. step towards it. 



2 • 

. 5 • .. tiOil. ... useful. W.S:y_ int_o .. 
. organisational issues - as against power for exSllple.·The argume•t in 

Was: ·l) .if ·Of· information are imbricated With structures of ti 
·power; theJl it •ay'be necessary.to.haTe countervaiiillg informa:tion sY8tems 

as discussed in para 4 for democratic accountability; 2) quite apart from 
power, there were distinct questions about systems of' information as pRrt 
of the material process of organisatio:n/administration. Thus. accounting 
systeas ·steered an organisati<>n and.its officers to psrticular types of 
behaTiour. An innovative, decentralised state structure implied· a 
differet 'economy' of information frinn a Yeberian systea. ·Was· it tnie for 

. example that. the greater the· space ove:r which a ;had. to be 
the· more information4needed. by a. central Did ·it 

not depe:nd on the of control itself1 Or in the .case of the British 
NHS, one interviewee bad said that what was·needdfor greater effectiveness was 
more autonolly for local 11anagers·o This was ea organisational point, but it also 
depended for i ta ·potential viability on a change in information s1stem, 
particularly on how. the local manager would be. assessed and These 
examples are of administrative questions per ee - analytically ·distiilct from· . 
those .1• political/class· power, although iri .ofte:a bound up with them •. . . . 

6. One of the above threads of discussion that aroused debate was that of . 
control If ·there was decentralisation of responsibility, how could 
a senior manager ensure that a more autonomous subordinate acted as.the 
senior manager would wish. Through multiple· objectives? Through frequent 
inspection? Through long, standard · .Th!'.O\igh Weberian rules, ed 
.systems of surveill'ace? . Or c.ould .we talk of hierarchies of required . 
information, in which the senior manager·was not concerned with the detail· of 
operation, but only broad results, end. .indicators {or 'audit triggers•) where 
things going wrong, Such triggers might include rates of labour 
turnover,7types of system in place, 

7. More what was highlighted was tke information overload of 
bureaucracies, much of the information being.useless, SJ;ld 11uch of the 
necessary operational ·inf orma ti on being. unaTailable. · EXample of. heal th 
syste11a brought up. in this respect: the pull of and international 
organisations. for particular statistics on types of morbidity, whose results 
eTeryonelatew, but lack of i?lformation an impact of alternative forms of health 
care, the relat'ive performance of ·health officials, or on local f.ooQ. productio1 
,end consumption. There, was a need to BJlalyse .the forces Qehind.the collection 

redundant statistics u,d the nan cfo;l.lection of necessary onea (back to the · 
question of concealme1.tL perhaps to haTe decentralisation. of information. 
gatherb.g capaci.ty (whether statistics er "research) , · allowhg the Un.d.erta.k:iig · 

· .'.U of Jiecessaey, for policy, often on a one ·off bas.is• · · 
) , 

a. TAe ce:titral plannilig •odel assumes the centre will haTe fuli of. 
operatmg leTel'. But 1n ·1dc 's in par:ticular important to set up systems on 
presum}>tion that the centre Willi JlOt .know, and cannot k:Jtew eTerything, What is 
minimum it to know. ·What is the s.trategic information'l 

· kilids of questioa: we ·should aak are:· wrui.t is· the quality of .info;· how is 
inf ii>. organised, not least liriguisticallyfprof essional languagesl/labelling); . 
what info needed' in open. and closed systems (the cybernetic problematics); what 
inequalities of info; how can you multiply sources of info, e.g. through setting 
up oomp.eting producers end chamrells of. info; what is the power·behihd any info1 

JO. TM raised· question of C;las·zic bureaucracy· based· info 
pas.t procedures and .events;· precede:ats; fitting new: problems into o;Ld bottlas; 
benefits.are accuracy & defects: rigidity.Every innovation is a eris: 
Then we haTe present systems- the economics model. Info on other ar( 
doing ne·c. to. determine prese•t action; discounting the fUture.Indicative plannini 
Thirdlyp future oriented systems - info. Utopian? because of the 

unless like. large firms you have power to determine the future 
· through law which freezes the future o . · . · . · 
N,ext meeting: NoT 7th,4.00,Room 109 .• To discuss A.Israel, with Maggie ·RM. 



New Forms of Public Administration. 

Minutes of Meeting on 7th November 1989 

Arturo Israel's "Institutional Development" Incentives of 
Performance 

Mick Moore led the discussion on Israel's book on Institutional 
Development. book provides a useful and operationalisable 
approach to institutional.problems. Two key were used by· 
Israel's specificity and competition. Whilst specificity was a task 
- oriented feedback mechanism, competition was an institution -
oriented feedback mechanism. Moore felt that the choice of the term 
competition was misplaced. Moreover, he suggested that Israel's book 
was incomplete in that the operational did not relate to 
specificity or competition. Moore questioned whether the tools were 
intended to be descriptive or prescriptive. 

EdeK drew attention to the problem of specificity in social policy. 
If it was difficult to specify the tasks and duties in say health or 
education, did this then imply that institution building was not a 
feasibie undertaking. 

Several participants made the point that the main issue was 
accountability rather than specificity. 

MG raised the question of the applicability of the concepts of 
competition and specificity to training in development projects. 

TB stated that the proplem lay not with the 'professionals' as such 
but with how to make the professionals responsible for actions. 

HS cpncern with the unit of analysis, namely, 'activity'. 

MG raised the point that projects were often determined by the need 
to spend rather than the need to respond to 

MM emphasised that participation was only part of the solution and 
not the solution itself. 

TB argued that a market-oriented competitive health care system would 
solve some of the problems in health. 

Next meeting: 

-Tuesday, November at 4.00 p.m. in Room 109. 

Topic: Alan Fowler will discuss "The Political Economy of Indigenous 
NGO's in Africa". 



New Forms of Public Administrationo 

Minutes of meeting on N0 vember 14th 

1. Tne paper was presented by Alan Fowler on the Political Economy of· 
NGO's. His.argument was that NGO's were now a substantial 
sector, and.were growing rapidly. NG0 1 s received $4.5b. p.a. · 
one third of it from public aid, (see his paper New Scrambles). Aid 
donors ·encouraging NG0 1 s since they aaw it increasing pluralism and 
the irensity of civil· society, against the sta.te. AF said however that 
African states fighting back: the el· :ites were taking control of NG0 1 s; 
a number had insisted on registering NG0 1 s; the politically threatenin5 
had been closed down; since foreign funding of NGO's usually required 

agreement, this public gatekeeper role had led to NGO's 
becoming a new form of patronage. They also being turned into 
arms of the state for service provision. He made a distinction between 
service NG0 1 s (not controlled by those served), and mu.tual NG0 1 s 
( control]e d by the beneficiaries) o Many of the latt-er had emerged from 
traditional forms of mu.tualism. The NGO movement threatened - by formal· 
ising them and· increasing their dependence ·through funding - to 
erode their traditional effectiveness. Some authoritarian governments 
had NG0 1 s as a means of mass mobilisation, and as a way of 
changing the status quo {e.g. in Nigeria). Aid agencies themselves 
moulded NG0 1 s in their own image, and contributed to the general 
trend which AF described as the growing incorporation into/dependence DJ 
the state. His paper then suggested ways of maintaining NGO autonomy anc 

particulRrly by adequate funding of consultation. 

2. The first line of discussion was in defence of the state. Wasn't th·= 
state meant to m0biliseZ Was it not a force of modernity. in non 
developmental cuJ.turesZ Would it not provide the continuity and 
disciplines which NG0 1 s might lack' The issue was not strong state/ 
weak civil society, but weak state/strong civil socie.ty. It was the 
state which needed strengthening not civil society.NGO's had a miXed 
record in terms of effectiveness. In Bangla Desh for example there was 
bitter rivalry between them. Their incoporation. into the state and 
political parties provided a means of national)¥ them. 

3. Another line was to suggest that the state was itself pluralistic, 
and uncentralised. Further,NGO players operate within the state; 
a distinction cannot be clearly be drawn between the state and NGO's; 
they are forms , related closjdy to each other, through which 
classes, groups, and interests pursue their goals. NGO's are bit 
players in the drama being acted out within states. 

4 •. Then there was a defence of NG0 1 s, clearly distinguished from t);re 
state. NGO' _were potentially accountable in a way that the state was 
not.Mutualist NG0 1 s would lose their memhers if they failed to 
deliver to them,(quite apart from forinal structures which in principle 
gave more say to be .a!ficialries.) Aid funded organisations might 
expect to lose the voluntary contributors if they did not deliver in 
accordance with the hopes of those giving the aid. Aid workers in NGO' 
were expected to conform to a modest, developmental culture and 
were subject to attacks if they behaved as 'Lords of Poverty' -(the 
title of a recent book the UN). The key point is that there is a 
distinction between a) mutualist/non mutualist forms of service 
delivery; b) voluntary funded and tax funded forms of delive:r: 

was coercive; voluntary funding more dependent on performanceo 
ffor this reason, while NG0 1 s might be drawn into webs of intrigue, 
they were in princip)e:. less open to corruption than 



5. Other administrative distinctions ·suggested themselves. The 
re1a-t±on of ·NG0 1-s.··to ·national --or-overseas sta.tes/agencie·s ·w-er·e hased 
on the.project rather than the wage relation. The project set out 

ends, arid the grant·was paid at intervals giving greater· 
autonomy to. whose work;ing in NGO' s relative to thoi;ie working directly 
.for ·the state. This is a first means of d.ecentralisation. There. was · 
also a question ·of monitoring work of NGO' s,· for 
main.taining grant. . Part ·of .the problem here w.as to have· .people who 
understood NGO's, and the problems they wer.e :dealing an 
exainple.of the probiems arising from.the division of conception and 
execution. The themes examined here are o·f course also applicable to 
the organisation of. i;;he state · . _ . 'lhe formal 
independence of the NG0 1 s forces some such system into· being, however 
compromised it may ·become in practise for polit.:i.cal .or other··.reasons. 

. . ' . . ' 

6 The question. of the donor personnel and: their organisa.tional mode.ls. 
was bnEf. anea a number of poiicy sugges_tions were At the ... 
momep.t aid - e.g •. that provided ·:by ODA - .was administered · 
by foreign civil· servants who knew little· about .the ·coU!ltry or · 
the local organisat.ion, and the immediate problems. This was a common 
c<hndition, Orie answer had. been to employ intermediaries in the field, 
lJlOre in a. position to ass0ess organisations and their performance• : . 
It .should be a· condition that dqnors/grant givers are close.to those 

· to whom they give gra,nts, indee(l. may well have come fro·m the NGO . 
community • · SeEondly, ·there were anomoJ.ies when o.rganisational · 
requirements i:h. the donor coutjtry forces inappropriate institutions · 
orito NG0 1 s·(example of the tax requirements in the US for charity, and 
impact· on NGO recipients).. There· were problems· in forcin.cr formality 

. onto groups,· _ . · ··but· the provision of 
public funds at leaat to require formality.- as a connition·of 
accoun.tabili ty. 

T. Reievant here is'the literature on the. ·pro;lect ... as the· ce.ntral .. 
· of the grant economy. Hirschman's Projects 
Observed ·is an early contribution,. but there more recent ones -
arguing for a move to pro.gramme funding. A relevant subject for IDS, 
as· th·e ODS. considers moving from to core to pro?:ramm.8' fundingo .What. 
about· the core fundin,g model for NGO' s, as aga:i.n.st proP-ra.mme or project 

· 8;, . .A. general :issue cqncerned the way .in which .NGO'.s coul.d .be· analysed. 
CoUld we distinguish them .as an administrat.ive unit,. hold·ing politic.s 
constant. ·Much. of .the' ·discussion had· been about ways in which· 

· politics came to do"minate NGS' s: but as wi.1-h all-. public and. private 
·institutions, politi'cs ·acts out"its drama on· a materially organised 
:institutmonal.base (whether private property, state, NGO's, ·etc 
lo the· institutional forms make. a·.difference. to. the political o·utcome: 
Or put another way, if there is political consensus, the 

.administrative question terms· of effectiveness - is posed 

. We" therefo;re neede.d ·.to d·istingua }:l; these· tw:o aspects.· ·of 
th.e NGO analysis. -'We need an administrative critique as well as a 
politj.qal economy ·of NGO' s. It was hardly· sur.prising that states 
should fight back against NG0 1 s if they were devised to 

·weaken state ·power. The question was whetl:}..er the presence of NGO' s 
was a beneficial counter tom the prevailing conduct of power. Can they 
be seen as at least partially a democratic 
9. Howes· study. had shown how NGO 1 s. were of course · v,ery_ different, 
and resisted generalisation •. Alan Fmwler said performance varied 
greatly. But overall the .dicussion 
totalising and post structuralist modesty.Amd AF fl.Ilished 
stiJl with a vision of NGO' s as potential.ly democratic, a:p.d a Post-
Ford foundation Iblhsbxrd sense were. a 
accomodate the regional and ethnic diversity t•t-4 
strong· in developing co® tries 9· and so often ignore lll eir ms 1 u · 
ions. Next rneetin,g: Health 0 Tuesday 21st Nov. 4o00 



New Forms of Public Administration. 

Minutes of Meeting on 21st November 1989 

NOTES ON NEW FORMS OF ADMINISTRATION AND THE HEALTH SECTOR: 
G. BLOOM AND B, HADDON 

As a result of significant changes in pealth policy in developing 
countries in the past twenty years, the health sector has become more 
dispersed and complicated. However, the management of the h.ealth 
sector has not kept pace with these changes. The paper proposed a 
mix of strategies to reform health management systems in developing 
countries, namely: getting certain aspects of the Weberian model to 

reforming and adding to these. These changes are to occur at 
both district and national levels. 

Comments 

1. It was not clear which countries the paper applied to or indeed 
what models of bureaucracy were being proposed. 

2. There was perhaps a need for rethinking the role of the state in 
the centre and the locality with regard to health services. 

3. What methodology of priorities was to be used in selecting from 
the numerous reform proposals. How were these various 
proposals to be operationalised? 

4. The experience of Nigeria suggests that a decentralised, market 
model of health provision does not work. Hospitals have become 
short of drugs as they are diverted into private hands. 

5. What do you do in a country such as Ethiopia where the ratio of 
doctors to population is very low. How do you ration health 
services? - according to price or need or social importance? 

6. We need a more developed discussion of decentralisation. Does 
the market lead to malpractice? 

7. The market can ration curative treatment but cannot deal with 
preventive medicine. 

8. may not be market vs. state but how to make a 
cent:ralised state system more· accountable. This also implies 
idefttifying the sources of demand for greater accountability in 

sector. 

RKr.r MEETING: Tuesday, 28th November at 4.00 p.m. in room 109 
UN Administration. 



New Forms of Fublic Administrationo 

Minutes of meeting on 28.ll.89 

The United Nations. 

l. John Toye and Jude Stoddart introduced the riarer. Their argument 
was that a) the literature on the UN had focussed on its politics 
rather than its administration, and b) a$ far as UNCTAD was 
concerned (their case study)- what was needed was more 'Weberianism' 
not less:. The latter point supported in terms o.f: 

recruitment and promotion; there was evidence that these 
did not take place on the basis of open advertisment and 
merit, but were subject to national and various internal 
pressures. 
the organisation of work. There were no clear job 
nor division of functions; few sanctions if work was not 
carried out; there was an imperfect flow of information 
within the organisation, with barriers particularly at the 
middle level; and there was a lack of job disciplineo 

Part of the problem was that UNCTAD had developed as a compromiseo 
National resistance from dc's to strong trade organisation, rather 
a conference with a secretariat. UNCTAD was thus allowed to 
develop its own role. Its terms of reference were permissive and 
discretionaryo 

What was required were a coherent set of policies, defined tasks, 
the identification of people who had made . good and less goo:d 
contributions, and an appraisal procedure to assess performance. 

2. The first issue to define was the nature of the tasks to be 
organised. For UNCTAD they included servicing the conference, 
resea;ch and advocacylt Was a fleberian structure relevant to such 
taskso Was a version of management by the most effective 
means of organising research for example. This issue had been 
well researched with respect to agriculture where a task culture 
appeared most effective. But could culture be changed within such a 
structure? 

3. A propos the Weberian argument, was it right to try and 
separate the"-1 bureaucracy from politics - to create a quasi 
internationa1.Z$erviceZ UNCTAD was deeply political since it 
was one of the agencies which was established to be a partial 
voice for 1dc 1 s - this is why it was a compromise structure 
to begin with. In these circumstances should there be any 
worries about political. appoi:tntments2 Politics itself was one 
of UNCTAD's outputs. Its task was not neutral implementation, 
but active lobbying and diplomacy on behalf of - or at least in 
defence of - the ldc interesto Would a more Weberian practise not 
stifle the organisation in one of its prime functions? 

4. One reading of UNCTAD - and the UN more generally - was thc-_t 
it we,s c..lready a flexible organisation, with a substantial amount o: 
its TA and research work done on contract. The permanent staff 
represented a small core, part of whose job was managing the 
sub contracts. This gave substantial flexibility; it enabled the 
organisation to draw on people with a wide of . 
experiences. It allowed the mix of expertise to be changed 
promptly in response to changing requirementso The external staff 
were a169 not paid the high, untaxed salaries of the . 

' 



5. There was some discussion of how effective the UN was as a 
-contractor-in this-way. -The-approved -lists o+ consultants were 
problematic. There was a ('ill some agencies at least) to 
lean towards large cons'liltantso There were · d 

grotesquely formal-procedures for the review of work, which - to 
ensure neutrality in relation to the project -.often-consisted. 
of people with no. knowledge whatsoever of the subject matter in 
hand •. Een·ce tended. to be overformalised,_ checking 
any'· report against.the precise wording of.the terms of .refere.nce, 
because of the incapacity to judge the In form therefor£ 
the UM might seen to have s'6me flexibility: but.-· 
its.sub contra.ct links were maJ:l.?,ged in a· pathologically Fordist 
way. 

· 69 One major theme ·was the distinctiveness of a mui tilat.eral 
o·rgaJ;lisation and its .-.There. was '-nq ·national 
Parliament, o·r _cabinet of Instead there was a 
multi-national conference with an executive committee which 
met only intermittantly. Such a structure .. found· it dif£icul t to 
set :u.sef'ul goals. ap.d targets, ·or hold the bureau·cracy accountable o 
:Particular.· · difficu.;L ty in .the range of Notable by" 
·way of contrast that the Commonwealth·Secretariat more effective 
because smaller nm1ber of member coilntries, who :shared a. coinmon 
language, education, culture, and history. Also undeDtook.TA 
for particular though- there were some examples 
in UNCTAD - much of ita,two'rK aimed n;ruJ.tilaterallyo User 

and .influence even. more difficult. However, there 
were means by which. pol·itical control enforced.· First through·· 
appointment of the Director General who. acted· as a quasci. Minisj;er/ 
politician. Secondly throUg.h. the political appo.intments. 
-Thirdly, because many UNCT.AD employees were concerned to ·represent 
national (or mo're genera.Uy third world) interests . ._ because of · 
their· . ultimate ·return to national.politics and. their ne.ed . to 
have maint"ained a political base .. there • 

7 o · The. distinctiveness of nID.i tilateral. administrations was clearl;>r . 
a fert_ile theme. to follow up, perhaps through work: the_ 
UN, the EEC, ·the Bank and the Fund. The last two it was.suggested 
were accountable because of. :t;he d_ominance of a single stat$, 
·.the US. The ·;i:-eleva:r+ce ·Of the· problem was· that· .there was ever · 
· in·creasitlg pre·ssure :for international state func-tions ·to b_e. , 
performed, but ·a reluctaµce - even in Europe - to· ge.beyond a 
nnU tilate.ral way of doing- the·mo As a result they were often more 
effedtive in reducing barriers · (the EEC as an example) rather than 
constructing effective pro-active structures al;ld policies. · . 

' " ' ' , ' - ' . ' - . . . 

8. More. genertlly researcll ·favoured" ·:fo; th'e UN work 
itself. "\'fou.ld · . · the. Weberian argument be · -applicable to say 
WO or FAO - whatever the outcome of the.debate on UNCTAD'Z And what 
of UNESJO. How did its acute politicisation get mapped administrati' 
ly? UNDP as a more and user related organisation 
seemed more effective as a result - certainly when compared· to the 

·core staff.. · ., :And what about the decentralised research 
institutes like that attached to the lLO? ·· · 

9. The major issue remained as to how any reform could be achieved. 
Woul,d irnprovement· of recrui.tment and work organiFlation along. the 
lines suggested_ by JT/JS make a decisive change in the · 
of UNCTAD in its own terms*; are. su_ch changes pos&i'Qleo? What other . 
. might._ work: salaries;intro'dtic:ing internal competit-. •. 
ion between .sub units; using externa;L assessors o.:f internal 
work, attached to members of the Conference Executiveo 
Next mee-ting. · Andy Batkin on Administrative issues in an NGO: the 
case of the Rangpur Rural Serviceo Tues 0 Dec 5thp4oOOpRm 1( 



New Forms of Administration. 

Minutes of meeting on December 5th l989. 

The NGO as an alternative state? The experience of the Rangpur 
Dinajpur Rural Service. 

Introduced by Andy Batkin and Rosie ::P:age (respectively Programme 
Co-ordinator, and '-'omen's Development Adviser with the project) 9 

l. The RDRa is a substantial organisation. It has l,800 workers, 
l,000 of whom are field workers. They work in the North of Bangla 
Desh in an_area of 5 million people, of whom they have a target 
group of 100,000, all households with less than an acre ·of land. 
Currently they work directly with 50,000 people. 

2. Their &rganisatior. is hierarchical, with five levels above 
the field workers. They organise rural works projects, and 
have a comprehensive programme administered through the field 
units. So the field workers will b€ simultaneously dealing 
with heal th, agricultural projects, education, non farm 
and technical advice. these had been organised as 
separate functions, but they have no1Wbeen united. There is an 
element of a matrix however with small adYisory units on the 
functional areas {including women's development) who act as 
supports for the field workers, as trainers, and as monitors. of 
performance, as well as contributing to strategy. 

3. Fiekdworker/household relations. The RDRS insists on only 
working with groups. To them it gives no relief/goods/·credit 
save in emergencies. All has to be paid for. 'What they offer is 
education, advice,sujport:, ideas. They encourage group saving, 
and investment. RDRS originally a relief group, but have moved away 
from this, and limit even emergency aid to say 3 weeks at the most. 
Work with the groups li-mited to 5 years, after which the group 
'gcra.duates:•. In October/November each group met on average 4 times 
with the field worker, a total of l2,693 meetings in the project as 
a whole. 

4. Noni toring. The work of the group and fieldworkers has now 
been systerr.atised in the form of a monitoring book. This is a large 
leather bound volume, one for each fieldworker. It has 47 items 
of information on such things as size of holding, family size, 
standard of literacy, availability of tubewell water, number of 
projects say on ducks, cattle; degree of immunisation; 
access to latrine; ORS competence; use of birth control; no of 
marra.ges in the past peried,and numbers of those without dowrieso 

. Each hqjisehold is detailed under each of the 47 headings, and 
then the group. These are then aggregated,. at each of the 
managerial levels, and computerised at the. centre. The 
results are a two monthly reading of the progress of the project. 
For example there was an average of 9.8% functional ·literacy in the 
3071 groups , 30.5% were engag?d in cattle projects ands o on. 
This wa.s the type of use value statistics suggested by Dudley 
Seers in his criticisms of traditional statistics in the 1970's. 
They are simultaneously means of monitoring progress, a system of 
managerial control, and an operational tool 1 f·or the results are 
discussed within the group themselves.. The Advisers use the 
resuJ.. ts tee their work, and check them during the field 
as do the researchers. They are becoming the informati.onal spme 
of the 



5o During the ·discussion, question of the type of activity 
and its fit with the orgailisatuon was discussed. Were not the 

···rural· ·wo·r:Ks- -projects and· th·e -c-o·mprehens'ive pro5·ec-ts-very 
different acti·vuties, the one infrastructural, the . other 
educational/developmental? Th,ough were different they 
were. organised in the same way o, · What was interesting was. the 
relatively Fordist character of t!:).e development.al 
from. the monitoring, the .. approach .to groups, the things worked or ... g 

the corr3;ph sy.stems, the of t:j:ie .,as· . 
a whole1\4the centralisation of formal authority.· . .. .. · Or.e 
of the strengths of such ar ... orga:p.isation·was that .. it was able to . 
switch rapidly in an emergency: say to undertake an irl:imunisation 
campaign, lives in an epidemic or after a flood, 
digging tubew.ells, (they were undertaking· to dig 65 · 
bamboo tubewells over the next six months on behalf of the 
government)• These tasks are relatively •. 

6 •. On .the other hand;. the RDRS.had many .Post Fordist features. 
It multiskUJLed .its field workers. so. they could deal with. 
the .of fU:n.c-tJ.ons involved ifr the· comp·r.ehe11sive· package. · 
The f :ield workers f·ed ·information _back from. their groups_ about 
priorities and major issues., This was pa·r&J_lel to a· 'market• · 
feedbacko. The· ore;anisatiicnal culture was participative· decision · 
making, with an emphasis on consensus. 

7. One question was the difference between R.DRS p.md tlj.e state. 
Answer: · · . 

a) the RDRS. has. enforced. Wes.tern standards of eff:Lciency 
and administrative beh.aviour •. Any corrupt p:i;-actise means 
immediate dismissal, .as does persistant failure to perform. 
There were c1e·ar · rule·s an.d proqedures in each case. 

b) RDRS ·had bett.er. pay. - or more generally a different form 
.of wage relation. There was no. job for life; there was 
flexibility· petween jobs·; people were inade redund&r.:.t 
in o+ganisation if there was no .longer work for them 
(e.-g. support staff); but ·with very generous 
redundancy provisions. There was now a fund. 

s •. Another pant of the answer was. of cou:&se. the relatipn. tc: 
"Tl:_ie ·iT)RS was accouritabie to· the '.World Lutri·ernn 

Federation in. but lines of. control were .weak •. It ·was 
unacc·ountable withi11Bangla Desh. In .this sense 'it ·achieved the 
Weberian goel'. of xinsulating ·the bureaucracy ·from politics. by . 
having· :a.rt international foundation as ·the barrier qetween them. 
This was the feature of the RDRS which caused most discussion 0 

Should not i;he ;RDRS be re quired · to fit into the gove:c'n.Inent' s. · 
development priorities? it not an example of .nee-colonialism 
with. expa.triates· running major develoriment pl"ojccts quite 
.independently of any democratic Was there· not an · 

r 

additional problem. because of ·the nniltipl;i.c,i ty of NGO' s .and· their 
falling over other, remaining -un dupllica ting, .· 
taking· good· staff from the state, . .and so .on. 'In there is 
a similar concern, with 24.0 ·NGO' s in th_e environmental area· alone). 
·There was a strong view by some discussants th.at NGO' s should be 
brought under .strict . democratic control - though ·this was only. 
possible when the. country :was ·strong enough· to say no. to the aid 
that went along with the NGO. Certainly, it was·felt there should bE 
registration, .and integration of plans. 
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9. The other view was that the state plans often bore little 
relation to reality - that everything was a jp:'iority; that 
the RDRS was. organised in such a way that if it was not 
meeting real needs the groups would dissolve since they were not 
dependent on the transfer of resources. That is to say there was 
a form of. democratic con·trol through the manner of working, 
even though there was no formal elected authority. RDRS acted as 
sub contractor for the state on a number of things, and was 
proposing to be adminsi ter a n:.ew tilateraljcentri::'ll 
government baclit1credit proje.ct.- So again, if it -in 
terms of felt need it could continue its.activity level. 

lO. There was the option that the RDRS should become a local NGO. 
This was opposed by the indigenous staff. It should also be 
noted that there were only 7 expatriates out of 1800 workers. 

11. tried to piece its way through issues. 
If the question was how an organisation euch as RDRS kept in 
touch with local issues/sensitivities, then one should look at 
the nature of relations to users, and character of employees. The 

were mainly local, and highly integrated into local society. 
The users and employees were both of a daily discipline 
and connectednesso If it was a question of formally democratic 
control, this meant brin- ging. RDRS into the political arena from 
which it had been distant. it meant intEgting RDRS into 
the local or in some way, then both these had to 
be evaluated. There was some intense exchange on effectiveness / 
corruption in state civil services, and evaluation of state 
admi:p.istration. Seen from national government point of view, 
RDRS could be tolerated and even used, because it had clear , 
undisputed objectives, and did not cross. particular political 
interests. In this under the political radar lineo 
There was a question of the .costs to having ill organised, and 
un..;coal'rdinated NGO's operating in a country, but RDRS was not one 
such. 

12. This discussion again highlighted the significance of RDRS not 
delivering cash or free commodities. It was offering software 
rather than hardware, which depended on continuing relations betwe·e1 
users and providers.It was .less open to politicing/distributional 
struggles - let a:D.one corruption - as a result. Would the adoption 
of a credit scheme not infringe the·se Nost of the 
evidence, being colleated b.y Bolaji and Charles Harvey suggested it 
would. It was interesting that RDRS was described in terms of 
education rather than service delivery - a 'modern' of 
looking at and service/client relations. 

13. Th? political issue might also arise if empowerment, and the 
_ federating of groups, took off into demands by the 
rural poor. This had not hapEened so far. Indeed the project . 
put its emphasis not on political demands, but on collective 
self· help, not only in agriculture but in small scale industry. 

14. There was discussion of the strategy itself. Of enabling 
the poor to get into the market, as producers and purchasers; of 
attempting to increase savings, for investment in types of goods 
which showed a higher return, or in small scale industryoWhat are 
the prospects of such a strategy, however well runZ What were the 
barriers - in same way as question was raised about why the bamboo 
tubewells had not already been sunk given the long history of 
support for them. 
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l.?• .. ·Gender issues been a key current i1; RDRS. Nearl.y half >t"ltaif 

: ·field -organisers -were-women;.· they ·worked wi-th-women-,- -and· the· - - · - --
monitoring. distinguished between_women's and men's groups. t 
It had b.een harder to get women· in more senior positions: they r 

foun9. a tendency for.women. to l.eave for higher paid and greater 
resporisibility.johs·in o.ther.NG0 1 s .•The w.omen:'s Adyisory Unit 
not onl.y ra·n a :wid .. e rangE? of. women·' s training. courses; but · 
advised on. - say ·-. expanding a small sewing · 

l.6. Finally,· there was the question· of ·sustainabl,iity. ·AB saw 
RDRS 1 s ratchetlike.· They built rural works which were then 
maintained .by That would go on, whether orfRDRS 
continued. The·ir emphasis on edu.cation, skills, new ways of 
doing things,. did. not .. on RDRS contilluing to work there. 
People would not l.ose those skills or experiences. The 

.. admj,.nistrative cadre which wa$ being. developed in lIDRS meant 
_.that there would. be even l.ess need for expatriates·, and t the. same 
§ime proyided ·.a reservoir of ·.to hel.p ip. other 
parts of-. i;;he. e:conomy, as· wel.l ·as· the state:• .RDRS aime.d· to .Pr!fvide 
the social. scaffolding not the ptiUdirig. ·. · · 
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